Droplet Impact Dynamics on Lubricant-Infused Superhydrophobic Surfaces: The Role of Viscosity Ratio
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the spreading and retraction dynamics of impacting droplets on lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces were investigated through high-speed imagery. Superhydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) surfaces with randomly rough microstructures were prepared by sanding PTFE. Several silicone oils with different viscosities were infused into the structures of superhydrophobic PTFE surfaces. A glycerin and water solution was used for the impacting droplets. The viscosity ratio between the impinging droplet and infused oil layer was varied from 0.06 to 1.2. The droplet impact dynamics on lubricant-infused surfaces were found to change as the viscosity of the infused silicone oil layer was decreased. These changes included an increase in the spreading rate of the droplet following impact, an increase to the maximum spreading diameter, and an increase to the retraction velocity after the droplet reached its maximum diameter. These variations in the impact dynamics were most significant as the viscosity ratio became larger than one and are likely due to the reduction of viscous losses between the oil and water phases during the spreading and retraction of the impacting droplet. Using a scaling analysis which takes into account the role of energy dissipation in the impact dynamics, all the data for the maximum diameter of the droplet on lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces were found to collapse onto a single master curve. Finally, measurements of the dynamic advancing and receding contact angle were made during spreading and retraction of the droplet. These measurements showed the expected Cox–Voinov–Tanner scaling of contact angle for the high oil viscosity, low viscosity ratio lubricant infused surfaces. However, like the superhydrophobic surface, little changes in either the dynamic advancing or receding contact angle were observed for droplets spreading on the surface infused with the lowest viscosity oil.

INTRODUCTION

The development of superhydrophobic surfaces was inspired by the extreme water repellency observed in plants and insects around the world. These superhydrophobic surfaces are composed of hydrophobic surfaces containing micrometer- and/or nanometer-sized surface structures. Because of surface tension, air can be trapped between peaks of surface roughness, thus preventing water from penetrating into the gaps or valleys between surface protrusions. The presence of the resulting air-water interface can increase the advancing contact angle with water toward 180° while eliminating contact angle hysteresis.4–7 The air-water interface is nearly shear-free. As a result, superhydrophobic surfaces are useful in a number of promising applications such as laminar and turbulent drag reduction,4 anti-icing,5,16 and antifouling.7,18 Unfortunately, there are a number of situations in which the great potential cannot be fully realized. For example, the air–liquid interface can collapse under large static and/or dynamic pressure10,19 as well as the presence of any mechanical defects on the surface.16,20 Furthermore, the air-water interface does not repel low surface tension liquids even under low static and/or dynamic pressure without the inclusion of special surface features like a re-entrant structure.21

Recent developments in lubricant-infused surfaces (LIS) have begun to address many of the implementation issues associated with superhydrophobic surfaces.22,23 In LIS, an immiscible, incompressible, and low-viscosity lubricant is coated onto a superhydrophobic surface where it is deposited into the surface structure. Smith et al.24 showed that depending on the interfacial tension among the oil, water, and surface, the lubricating oil will either become impregnated within the surface roughness leaving the tops of the roughness exposed to the water or the lubricating oil will fully encapsulate the surface features. The latter is beneficial for enhancing droplet mobility but is prone to faster lubricant depletion rates.24 The incompressible lubricant layer resists large static pressure and repels various kinds of liquid including those with low surface tensions.22 Furthermore, the lubricant layer was found to restore a liquid-repellent property after abrasion and impact of liquids unlike the air-infused superhydrophobic surfaces. A number of research groups have begun to investigate other potential uses of lubricant-infused superhydrophobic surfaces including for drag reduction, anti-icing, and antibacterial applications.24–32

For lubricant-infused surfaces, the effect of ratio between viscosity of the water, $\mu_w$, and the oil phases, $\mu_o$, is always an
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Table 1. Wetting Parameters for PTFE Surfaces Tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>LIS 100</th>
<th>LIS 14</th>
<th>LIS 5</th>
<th>SHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>advancing contact angle, $\theta_a$ (deg)</td>
<td>111.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>102.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>101.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>100.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>155.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact angle hysteresis, $\theta_h$ (deg)</td>
<td>34.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>2.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lubricant viscosity, $\mu_w$ (cP)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viscosity ratio, $\mu_w/\mu_o$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time for later analysis, the distance between the center of the droplet and the testing surface was measured and, in combination with the impact velocity, used to calculate the exact time of impact for each experiment. In this way, the resolution of the impact time was reduced by a factor of nearly 10 to 0.06 ms for the We = 132 case and even better for lower Weber numbers. The droplet impact tests on each surface were conducted a minimum of three times at several different positions along the surface to improve the confidence in the repeatability of these experiments. From these measurements, a maximum uncertainty in the maximum droplet diameter, $D_{\text{max}}$, was calculated to be 0.15 mm, which is 4.6% of the initial droplet size ($D_0 = 3.27$ mm) while the maximum uncertainty of the droplet spreading and retraction velocities was calculated to be 0.022 m/s, which is 1.4% of the impact velocity ($U_{fl} = 1.62$ m/s) at We = 132.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 1, a series of time-resolved images of spreading and retraction dynamics of droplets on the smooth, air-infused, and lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces are shown. Here, we provide two different Weber number cases, $We = 52$ and $We = 132$. The smooth PTFE surface (SM) can be considered a zero viscosity ratio experiment, $\mu_{\text{air}} = \mu_{\text{water}} = 0$, while the air-infused superhydrophobic PTFE surface (SHS) represents the highest viscosity ratio case tested, $\mu_{\text{air}} = \mu_{\text{water}} = 300$. Note that for the lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces (LIS) the number following “LIS” indicates the viscosity of the silicone oil used.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the droplet impact dynamics are qualitatively similar on all surfaces. Upon impact, the droplets deform to a pancake shape, reach a maximum diameter/deformation, and then retract to form a Worthington jet. The details of the dynamics of spreading and retraction of the droplets were found to depend on the nature of the surface, rough or smooth, and the viscosity of the infused silicone oil. We will begin by discussing the dependence of the impact dynamics on the viscosity ratio of the three lubricant-infused surfaces before comparing the LIS results to the droplet impact on smooth and superhydrophobic PTFE surfaces. At all Weber numbers tested, including the two presented in Figure 1, the maximum spreading diameter of the droplet was found to increase with decreasing viscosity of the infused silicone oil layer. This can be observed directly from the third column of images in Figure 1, which was very close to the instant the droplet reached its maximum. This increase in maximum droplet diameter is a direct result of the reduced shear stress and large slip length that has been observed for the flow over lubricant-infused surfaces in the past.29,30,32 As the viscosity of the silicone oil was decreased, the shear stress between the spreading droplet and the oil layer infused within the roughened PTFE surface was reduced. As a result, the reduction in energy dissipation during the droplet impact and subsequent spreading increased the maximum diameter of the droplet with decreasing oil viscosity. Note that the maximum spreading diameter observed for the highest viscosity silicone oil tested, LIS 100, was in fact very close to the measurement for droplet impacts on the smooth PTFE surface. This is likely because the viscosity ratio between the droplet and the lubricant infused in the LIS 100 surface was quite small and could be thought of as essentially zero, $\mu_{\text{air}} = 0.06$. As a result, little drag reduction is expected in this case during the spreading phase. Interestingly, the maximum diameter at the lowest viscosity lubricant-infused surface, LIS 5, did not consistently follow the trends of the superhydrophobic, air-infused case. We will discuss this observation in more detail later in the paper.

The differences in the droplet impact dynamics were examined more quantitatively by tracking the time evolution of the drop diameter as it spreads on each surface from the high-speed images. In order to remove the influence of a drop size variation, each measurement was nondimensionalized by the initial drop size. The results for low and high Weber number, $We = 52$ and $We = 132$, respectively, are presented in Figures 2a and 2b as a function of time. As seen in Figures 2a and 2b, the maximal deformation of the droplet was found to increase from $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 = 2.29$ to $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 = 2.51$ and from $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 = 2.85$ to $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 = 3.02$, respectively, as the viscosity of the silicone oil was decreased. As discussed previously, the reduction in shear stress at the oil–water interface with decreasing oil viscosity likely causes the increase in the diameter of the impacting droplets. The reduction in viscous dissipation during the spreading phase can also be observed in the spreading velocities. The spreading velocities were calculated from the droplet diameter data in Figure 2 and are presented in Figure 3. As seen in Figures 3a and 3b, the spreading velocities are initially close to the impact velocity ($U_{fl} = 1.0$ m/s at $We = 52$ and $U_{fl} = 1.6$ m/s at $We = 132$) during the first stage of the impact.33 The spreading velocities then decrease over time as kinetic energy is converted to potential energy through interface deformation and is dissipated due to the shear at the oil–water interface. During the spreading phase, the droplet spreading velocity on the LIS 5 was consistently larger than the LIS 100. This was more obvious at $We = 52$ as shown in Figure 3a. No significant differences in spreading velocity were observed between the LIS 5 and LIS 14 cases. In order to make Figure 3 more readable, we have therefore chosen to...
Present the data for just LIS 5. Note that both the spreading diameter and velocity of the LIS 100 case approach the results from the smooth PTFE surface. This is a direct result of the large lubricant viscosity. It is also in agreement with the observation in the literature for $\mu_\text{ratio} \ll 1.33$.

As was observed from the images in Figure 1a, at the lower Weber numbers tested, the droplets impacting on the LIS 5 surface were found to spread further than the air-infused superhydrophobic surface (SHS). This is surprising given that the viscosity ratio between the droplet and the air is 250 times larger than for the LIS 5 surface. This clearly does not follow the trend observed for the three lubricant-infused surfaces which show a clear trend of the maximum diameter of the droplet and the spreading velocity which grows with increasing viscosity ratio or equivalently decreasing lubricant viscosity. In fact, at $We = 52$, the droplets impacting the LIS 5 surface spread nearly 10% further than the superhydrophobic surface. At the same Weber number, the peak spreading velocities are nearly 60% faster on the LIS 5 compared to the superhydrophobic surface. Interestingly, both of those trends reverse at a Weber number of $We = 132$. These observations point to two important differences between superhydrophobic and liquid-infused surfaces. First, their advancing contact angles are very different, $\theta_A = 156^\circ$ for SHS and $\theta_A = 101^\circ$ for LIS 5. Because of its larger contact angle, we will show that deformation of the impacting droplet requires 54% more capillary energy for the same deformation. Second, even though the energy dissipation associated with droplet spreading is less for the superhydrophobic surfaces compared to the liquid-infused surfaces, there is additional energy dissipation for the superhydrophobic case associated with the dynamics of the Cassie to Wenzel transition beneath the impacting droplet. This dissipation mechanism does not exist for any of the LIS cases as the oil is incompressible and able to withstand the large pressures produced at impact. These differences appear to become less significant at larger impact velocities as the reduction in energy dissipation during droplet spreading on the superhydrophobic surfaces appears to dominate the spreading dynamics beyond impact Weber numbers of approximately $We > 100$. 

Figure 2. Time evolution of the diameter of the impacting aqueous glycerin drop normalized by the initial drop diameter at a Weber number of (a) $We = 52$ and (b) $We = 132$. The experimental data include lubricant-infused roughened PTFE surfaces with 5 cP silicone oil (●), 14 cP silicone oil (◆), and 100 cP silicone oil (■) as well as smooth PTFE surface (▲) and air-infused superhydrophobic PTFE surface (★).

Figure 3. Time evolution of the spreading (+ve) and retraction (−ve) velocities of droplet impacts on a number of different surfaces at a Weber number of (a) $We = 52$ and (b) $We = 132$. The experimental data include lubricant-infused roughened PTFE surfaces with 5 cP silicone oil (●) and 100 cP silicone oil (■) as well as smooth PTFE surface (▲) and air-infused superhydrophobic PTFE surface (★).
In order to better understand the differences in the maximum spreading diameter between superhydrophobic and lubricant-infused surfaces, we considered the energy balance of an impacting droplet. In the calculations that follow, the shape of the droplet was assumed to be spherical before impact and was approximated as a flattened disk after impact. This second assumption is only truly valid for a highly deformed drop near the point of the maximum spreading as seen in Figure 1. The initial kinetic energy, \( KE_1 \), and surface energy, \( SE_1 \), of the spherical droplet are given by

\[
KE_1 = \frac{1}{12} \pi \rho U_0^2 D_0^3
\]

\[
SE_1 = \pi D_0^2 \sigma_w
\]

The kinetic energy, \( KE_2 \), and surface energy, \( SE_2 \), of the disklike droplet after the impact are given by

\[
KE_2 = \frac{1}{24} \pi \rho U_s^2 D_0^3
\]

\[
SE_2 = \frac{\pi D_s^2}{4} \sigma_w (1 - \cos \theta_s)
\]

Here, \( D \) is instantaneous droplet diameter, \( U_s \) is the instantaneous droplet spreading velocity, and \( \theta_s \) is static advancing contact angle. The kinetic energy of the spreading droplet after impact, \( KE_2 \), was calculated from a radial velocity profile calculated from lubrication analysis. The droplet velocity was found to increase linearly with radial position from a value of zero at the center of the spreading drop, to a maximum of \( U_s \) at the spreading contact line. The kinetic energy in eq 3 was calculated by integrating \( 1/2 \rho U^2(r) \) over the entire volume of the droplet. In the absence of any energy dissipation, we can set the sum of the kinetic plus interfacial energy before impact equal to its sum following impact, \( (KE_1 + SE_1) = (KE_2 + SE_2) \). In this limit, the maximum spreading diameter can be calculated by setting the velocity of the spreading drop to zero, resulting in

\[
\frac{D_{\text{max}}}{D_0} = \left( \frac{\rho U_0^2}{3\sigma (1 - \cos \theta_w)} + \frac{4}{1 - \cos \theta_w} \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{We}{3(1 - \cos \theta_w)} + \frac{4}{1 - \cos \theta_w} \right)^{1/2}
\]

Equation 5 demonstrates that for two drops impacting a surface at the same Weber number the maximum spreading diameter will be a function of the wettability of the surface and specifically the static advancing contact angle between the droplet and the interface. Thus, a nonwetting drop will not spread as far as a wetting drop because more energy is required to form the liquid solid interface beneath the spreading drop. The factor of \( (1 - \cos \theta_w) \) in eq 5 partially explains why for the low Weber number experiments in Figure 2 droplets impacting the superhydrophobic surface did not spread as far as droplets impacting on the lubricant-infused surface or the smooth surface. However, to fully understand the difference between superhydrophobic and lubricant-infused surfaces, and to match the observed scaling of the maximum diameter with impact Weber number, we must also consider energy dissipation.

Equation 5 results in a scaling for the maximum droplet diameter that scales with Weber number to the one-half power, \( D_{\text{max}}/D_0 \sim We^{1/2} \). However, Clanet et al. demonstrated that due to dissipation upon impact, a scaling of \( D_{\text{max}}/D_0 \sim We^{1/4} \) is expected for low-viscosity liquids. We will return to this scaling later in the text. Until then, we will measure the energy dissipation directly from the data in Figures 2 and 3.

Using energy conservation, the total accumulated energy dissipation at any time, \( DE \), can be expressed as the difference between the instantaneous kinetic and interfacial energy and directly measured from the results of the drop impact experiments.

\[
DE = (KE_1 - KE_2) + (SE_1 - SE_2) = \frac{\pi \rho D_0^3(2U_0^2 - U_s^2)}{24}
\]

\[
+ \frac{4\sigma_w (4D_0^2 - D_s^2(1 - \cos \theta))}{4}
\]

The energy dissipation in eq 6 includes both the energy losses accumulated during droplet spreading as well as the energy dissipated during droplet impact. The calculated dissipation energy on the LIS, S, SHS, and SM surfaces is shown in Figure 4 as a function of time and Weber number. The energy dissipated
during the impact was determined by extrapolating the dissipation energy to the time of impact, \( t = 0 \), using a linear fit to the initial data in Figure 4. The energy dissipated during impact was calculated to be 2.2, 2.8, and 3.3 \( \mu \)J for the SM, LIS S, and SHS surfaces, respectively, at a Weber number of \( We = 52 \). At a Weber number of \( We = 132 \), the energy dissipated at impact was found to increase to 7.1, 5.1, and 6.3 \( \mu \)J for the SM, LIS S, and SHS surfaces, respectively. The energy dissipated at impact for the superhydrophobic surface was consistently about 20% larger than the LIS S over all Weber numbers tested. This suggests that the Cassie to Wenzel transition under the impacting droplet is a major source of additional energy dissipation during impact. However, it is interesting to note that even though the energy dissipation during impact was found to roughly double for the LIS and SHS surfaces as the Weber number was increased from \( We = 52 \) to \( We = 132 \), the total energy dissipated over the entire spreading time was found to increase by almost a factor of 3. Thus, with increasing Weber number, the dissipation upon impact appears to play a diminishing role in the overall spreading dynamics.

The dissipation rate on each surface can also be studied by either taking the derivative of the data in Figure 4 with time or simply visualizing the slope of the data. The dissipation rate directly related to the viscous losses associated with the droplet spreading on a solid, air-infused, or lubricant-infused surface. At lower Weber number, as seen in Figure 4a, the initial dissipation rate on the superhydrophobic surface was slightly smaller than the dissipation rate on LIS S and a full 40% smaller than the dissipation rate on the smooth surface. Similar observations were found for all Weber numbers tested. These observations are a direct result of the slip velocity and the associated reduction of viscous stress at the air–water and oil–water interface experienced during spreading.\(^{32,33}\) The slip length is known to decrease with increasing viscosity of the lubricant.

Because of the energy dissipated at impact and the additional viscous losses during the spreading of the droplet, the initial droplet kinetic energy is not completely transformed to the surface energy.\(^{11,19}\) During retraction of a nonwetting droplet, these losses can result in an incomplete or partial rebound of the droplet. The viscous losses reduce the kinetic energy available to drive droplet ejection. For the case of the superhydrophobic surface, the wetting transition from Cassie to Wenzel beneath the impacting drop can also greatly enhance adhesion during the final stages of Worthington jet formation making complete rebound less likely. By measuring the adhesion area on the test surfaces during Worthington jet formation, the amount of surface driven into the Wenzel state by the high pressures at impact can be estimated. For the Weber number of \( We = 52 \), the adhesion area was found to be \( A_{c-W} = 3.3 \pm 0.1 \text{ mm}^2 \) or roughly one-third the projected area of the impacting drop, while for \( We = 132 \), \( A_{c-W} = 3.3 \pm 0.2 \text{ mm}^2 \). Interestingly, no significant difference in the adhesion area was observed with increasing drop impact velocity, suggesting that the area under the drop that transitions from the Cassie to the Wenzel state during impact is not strongly dependent on impact speed.

An additional observation from Figure 2 is that the droplets appear to pause for a short time at their maximum diameter before retracting. Here, we define the time that the droplet pauses at its maximum diameter before retracting as its time delay. To quantify the time delay on each surface, the time difference between when the drop reaches 90% of its maximum diameter during spreading and subsequently during retraction was measured and plotted in Figure 5. The first observation from Figure 5 is that the superhydrophobic surface exhibits almost no pause at all with a delay time of only 4.5 ms that was found to be independent of impact Weber number. The second observation from Figure 5 is that the time delay is strongly dependent on the viscosity of the infused oil layer. The time delay decreases as the viscosity of the lubricants oil decreases, with the time delay doubling from 4.5 to 9 ms from the superhydrophobic to smooth case. The maximum uncertainty of the time delay was measured to be 0.5 ms on the SM and SHS surface while it was measured to be 0.4 ms on the LIS surfaces. As we will show, this pause at maximum deformation is directly related to the dynamic contact angle hysteresis between the glycerin and water solution and each of the surfaces tested. Both the advancing and receding dynamic contact angles of the impacting droplets on each of the five test surfaces were measured from the captured images using ImageJ. The results are plotted as a function of time in Figure 6a. The dynamic contact angle data were also replotted against the instantaneous spreading or retraction velocity of the droplet in Figure 6b. To eliminate the effect of changing surface tension or fluid viscosity, the data in Figure 6b are recast as the dimensionless capillary number, \( Ca = \mu U/\sigma \), as is the norm in dynamic contact angle studies. Note that wherever possible, the dynamic contact angles measured at the same velocity were averaged in Figure 6b to improve the quality of the data and reduce the scatter. However, in some instances, especially for contact angles near 90°, due to the limited resolution of the images, the contact angles could not be measured with any great confidence. This is the case for the advancing contact angle on LIS S, and as a result, only three data could be included in Figure 6. The maximum uncertainty of the dynamic contact angles for all other measurements was found to be ±3.7°.

As seen in Figures 6a and 6b, the advancing contact angles on the air-infused superhydrophobic surface remain constant at

![Figure 5. Time delay of impacting droplets at maximum spreading diameters. Data represent difference between the time to achieve 90% \( D_{\text{max}} \) during spreading and the time to reach 90% \( D_{\text{max}} \) during retraction of droplet from \( D_{\text{max}} \). The data include impacts on different test surfaces at impact Weber numbers of \( We = 52 \) (●) and \( We = 132 \) (■).](image-url)
shown in the inset of Figure 6b. Although it appears that the Cox–Voinov–Tanner law can predict the reaction in dynamic advancing contact angle for the low viscosity ratio lubricant-infused surfaces, the range of capillary numbers presented in Figure 6 is not sufficient as only 1 order of magnitude of capillary number data is spanned. As a result, the accuracy of the measurements is not sufficient for us to make a conclusive statement about the capillary number dependence of the data here. Unfortunately, this is especially true for the LIS S surface, which appears to behave more like the superhydrophobic surface with little to no dependence of contact angle on capillary number. Although these measurements represent the first dynamic wetting measurements on lubricant infused surfaces, forced wetting experiments, like those presented in Kim et al., are needed to fully understand the dynamic wetting process on lubricant-infused surfaces.

It is clear from Figure 1 that the type of surface, smooth or rough, and the viscosity of the air and silicone oil infused in the surface roughness not only affect the spreading dynamics but can also affect the retraction dynamics of the droplet. From the diameter evolution with time in Figure 2 and the velocities calculated in Figure 3, it can be observed that the retraction rate of the impacting droplets increases with decreasing viscosity of the infused silicone oil. The retraction rate of the highest viscosity silicone oil LIS 100 was found to approach the retraction rate of the droplet on the smooth PTFE surface. At these large lubricant viscosities, there is little difference between the shear stress generated between a drop spreading on a smooth surface and the lubricant-infused surface. In fact, the slip length is known to decrease linearly with increasing lubricant viscosity until it becomes too small to even measure. As the viscosity of the oil is reduced to 5 mPa·s and the slip length increased, the retraction rate on the lubricant-infused surface was found to increase about by a factor of 2, approaching that of the superhydrophobic air-infused surface even though the viscosity ratios are still quite different, \( \mu_{\text{rat}} = 1.2 \) compared to \( \mu_{\text{rat}} = 300 \). However, even though the retraction rate of the least viscous silicone oil case, LIS S, was similar to that of the superhydrophobic surface, as mentioned previously, the onset of retraction after reaching maximum spread diameter was delayed.

The delayed retraction dynamics on the LIS S can be best understood by inspecting the relationship between the droplet retraction velocity in Figure 3 and the dynamic receding contact angles in Figure 6. Here, we only focus on the lower Weber number case, \( We = 52 \). On the superhydrophobic air-infused surface, the dynamic receding contact angles maintained a constant value of \( \theta_R = 140^\circ \) even as the receding capillary number was increased by over an order of magnitude to \( Ca = 0.04 \). The resulting dynamic contact angle hysteresis is very small, \( \theta_{H} = 5^\circ \). As a result, once the droplet had reached its maximum diameter, very little time and interfacial energy were needed to deform the contact line from its dynamic advancing contact angle to its dynamic receding contact angle. On the LIS S, however, the dynamic receding contact angle was found to remain nearly constant at \( \theta_R = 73^\circ \) independent of capillary number for the velocities observed. This is significantly smaller than the static receding contact angle, \( \theta_{R,S} = 98.1^\circ \). Thus, even though the lubricant-infused surfaces have little static contact angle hysteresis, the dynamic contact angle hysteresis for the LIS S is more than \( \theta_{H} \geq 25^\circ \). This observation reflects the viscous energy dissipation during flow which deforms the interface of the droplet during spreading. It is the need for the
droplet to transform from the dynamic advancing to receding contact angle after the maximal deformation of the droplet is reached that is responsible for the delay in the onset of droplet retraction. With increasing lubricant viscosity, an increasing in the dynamic advancing contact angle and a decrease in the dynamic receding contact angle was observed at a given capillary number. These dynamic contact angle measurements clearly show the effect that slip can have on the wetting dynamics in much the same way that has been observed for superhydrophobic surfaces.5

Finally, a common way in the literature to study the effects of different parameters on the droplet impact dynamics is to investigate changes to the maximum spreading diameter. In our previous discussion, we focused on just two Weber numbers, \( We = 52 \) and \( We = 132 \). In Figure 7, a comparison of the nondimensional maximum spreading diameter of the droplet after impact is shown for each surface tested for a wide range of Weber numbers between \( 20 < We < 200 \). Note that in order to remove the effect of contact angle from maximum diameter comparison in Figure 7, eq 5 clearly indicates that the maximum spreading diameter should be multiplied by \( (1 - \cos \theta_a)^{1/2} \). Normalized in this way, the droplet spreading on the superhydrophobic surfaces was found to far exceed the maximum droplet spreading diameter measured on either the smooth or the lubricant-infused surfaces for all the Weber numbers tested. This observation is consistent with the trends in the energy dissipation data in Figure 4. In all cases, the maximum spreading diameter was found to increase with increasing Weber number and, on the lubricant-infused surfaces, to increase with decreasing oil viscosity. As has been seen in the previous literature, the maximum spreading on the superhydrophobic surfaces was found to scale with \( D_{max}/D_0 \sim We^{1.7} \).58 To achieve the scaling, Clanet et al. hypothesized that the shape of the drop was a direct result of the enhanced gravity

\[
\text{DE} \approx \Phi t_i V = \mu \left( \frac{2U_0}{h} \right)^2 \frac{D_{max}}{U_0} \pi^2 h^2 D_{max} = \mu \pi^2 U_0 D_{max}^2
\]

(7)

Here \( \Phi \) is the viscous dissipation function, \( t_i \) is the time of the experiment, \( V \) is the volume of the drop over which the viscous dissipation is occurring, and volume consolidation is used to equate final to initial drop geometries, \( hD_{max}^2 = 2/3D_0^3 \). Substituting into eq 6, we arrive at

\[
\frac{D_{max}}{D_0} = \left( \frac{\sigma_0 h_{00} + \sigma_o}{\mu \pi U_0 + \sigma_o (1 - \cos \theta_a)} \right)^{1/2} = \left( \frac{Re + \frac{12}{Ca} \left( \frac{\sigma_o}{\mu \pi U_0 + \sigma_o (1 - \cos \theta_a)} \right)}{12\pi \left( \frac{\sigma_o}{\mu \pi U_0 + \sigma_o (1 - \cos \theta_a)} \right)} \right)^{1/2}
\]

(8)

which gives the observed scaling of \( D_{max}/D_0 \sim U_0^{1.7} \) in the limit of moderate to large capillary numbers. Of course, this analysis does not take into account the slip at the air–water or oil–water interface, and although the scaling will remain the same, it must be extended to obtain the appropriate prefactors for each term within eq 8. In what follows, we will focus on lubricant-infused surfaces to simplify the notation and the discussion; however, it should be noted that the analysis is equally applicable to superhydrophobic surfaces.

For the liquid (or air) infused surfaces, the viscous energy dissipation to account for the oil (or air) layer on the surface can be estimated as \( \text{DE} \approx \mu \pi \left( \frac{\sigma_o}{\mu \pi U_0 + \sigma_o (1 - \cos \theta_a)} \right) U_0 \). Here, \( U_i \) is interfacial velocity at the oil–water (or air–water) interface. The interfacial velocity can be calculated to be \( U_i = (\mu_i (h/\mu_i + \mu_w))U_0 \) by matching the shear stress in the oil (or air) phase to the shear stress in the water phase at the interface. Here \( t_i \) is the oil (or air) film thickness. By equating the initial impact kinetic and surface energy to the final surface and dissipation energy, \( KE + SE = SE + DE \), it can be shown that the maximum spreading diameter depends on droplet geometry, viscosity ratio between the water and oil (or air) phase, Reynolds number, and capillary number:

\[
\frac{D_{max}}{D_0} = \left( \frac{Re + \frac{12}{Ca}}{12\pi \left( 1 + \left( \frac{h}{h_i} \right) \left( \frac{D_0}{h} \right)^3 \right) + \frac{3(1 - \cos \theta_a)}{Ca} \right)}^{1/2}
\]

(9)

Equation 9 can be written in terms of Weber number by replacing the Reynolds number with \( Re = \sqrt{We}/Oh \), where \( Oh = \mu/\sqrt{\rho \sigma D_0} \) is the Ohnesorge number. Note that we obtain the same scaling with velocity or Weber number found by Clanet et al.35,58 but with an expression that is modified by
the viscosity ratio. Although this does not exactly match the experimentally observed scaling of $W e^{1/5}$ or $U^{2/5}$ observed for the lubricant infused surfaces, it does allow us to better understand the dependence of maximum spreading diameter on the infused oil viscosity. Unfortunately, at this moment, it is unclear what the physical reason is for the observed difference in the scaling of the maximum spreading diameter on the lubricant-infused surfaces and those observed for super-hydrophobic surfaces and predicted by theory. It should be noted that a recent paper by Lee et al.\textsuperscript{46} addressed the question of whether there is a universal scaling for droplet impacts. By systematically studying the experimental literature, they proposed scaling that smoothly transitions from the low impact velocity regime where $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 \sim U^{1/5}$ to the high impact velocity regime where $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 \sim U^3$ with a single fitting parameter. This means that according to their model, any scaling between these two limits is feasible.\textsuperscript{46}

In order to fit the scaling analysis in eq 9 to the data in Figure 7, the oil film thickness was assumed to be similar order of RMS surface roughness, $t = 14 \mu m$\textsuperscript{35} and the thickness of the maximum spreading droplet, $h$, is calculated from the captured image. With this assumption, the prefactor becomes approximately $t/h \sim 0.12$. To test the scaling, the data in Figure 7 was replotted as $[D_{\text{max}}/D_0]/[1 + 0.12 \mu_{\text{ratio}}]^{0.5}$ representing the limit when capillary number is large and presented in Figure 8. All
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Figure 8. A scaling analysis for the maximum diameter of the aqueous glycerin drop normalized by the initial drop diameter as a function of Weber number. The experimental data include sanded lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces with 5 cP silicone oil ($\bullet$), 14 cP silicone oil ($\Diamond$), and 100 cP silicone oil ($\blacksquare$). All the data collapse with the selection of $t/h = 0.12$.

the lubricant-infused surface data were found to collapse to within 5\% onto a master curve. This scaling also explains why previous studies where the viscosity ratio was much less than one, $\mu_{\text{ratio}} \ll 1$, observed little to no change in the maximum spreading diameter of the impacting droplet.\textsuperscript{33,34} For those experiments, $(t/h)(\mu_w/\mu_o) \ll 1$, and as a result, the effect of the infused oil layer can be ignored. For these cases of low viscosity ratio, eq 9 reverts to eq 8.

\section{CONCLUSION}
The spreading and retraction dynamics on lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces were investigated through high-speed imaging. The lubricant-infused PTFE surfaces were prepared by sanding the smooth PTFE surface with 240-grit sandpapers and infusing the silicone oils into the microstructures of the surface. The viscosity of infused silicone oil was varied to investigate the effect of the viscosity ratio between the impinging droplet and the infused lubricant layer. The evolution of the droplet diameter, droplet spreading and retraction velocities, and the dynamic contact angles were measured as a function of time after impact.

The maximum spreading diameter of the droplet on lubricant-infused surfaces was found to increase with decreasing viscosity of the infused silicone oil. Furthermore, the droplet spreading velocities became larger as the oil viscosity was reduced. These increases in the maximum droplet diameter and the droplet spreading velocities resulted from the presence of a finite slip length and the reduction in shear stress at the oil–water interface on lubricant-infused surfaces. The results for the largest oil viscosity tested were indistinguishable from experiments performed on a smooth PTFE surface, showing the importance of increasing the viscosity ratio between the droplet and the infused oil phase to a value as large as possible. These differences with oil viscosity were not observed in previous studies because the oil viscosity was large and the resulting viscosity ratio was much less one, $\mu_w/\mu_o \ll 1$, in all cases.\textsuperscript{33,34}

This point is reinforced by a scaling analysis which was able to collapse the maximum diameter data onto a master curve when it was replotted as $D_{\text{max}}/D_0 = [1 + (t/h)(\mu_w/\mu_o)]^{1/2}W e^{1/4}$.

Interestingly, significant and perhaps nonintuitive differences were observed in the maximum droplet diameter between the least viscous silicone oil case, LIS 5, and the air-infused superhydrophobic surface, SHS. At the lower Weber numbers tested, the maximum droplet diameter on the LIS 5 was found to be larger than that of the SHS even though the viscosity of the oil infused into the surface features of the LIS 5 was 250 times larger than the air infused into the surface features of the SHS case. This was shown to be due, in part, to the larger advancing contact angle on the superhydrophobic surface. However, it was also shown that a significant amount of energy was dissipated during the impact of a droplet on the SHS due to a wetting transition from the superhydrophobic Cassie state to the fully wetted Wenzel state induced by the large pressures produced beneath the drop. The presence of the incompressible oil in the lubricant-infused surface was found to mitigate these losses while still producing slip at the oil–water interface, thus resulting in a larger fraction of the initial kinetic energy available to deform the droplet to a greater maximum droplet diameter. As the Weber number was increased, the energy dissipation at impact was found to grow more slowly with Weber number than the energy dissipation during spreading. As a result, at $W e = 100$, the maximum spreading droplet diameter on the superhydrophobic surface was found to surpass the lubricant-infused surfaces.

The retraction rate of the droplet on lubricant-infused surfaces was also found to increase with decreasing lubricant viscosity. The retraction rate on the LIS 5 approached that of the SHS; however, a significant difference in the time between reaching maximum diameter and beginning of the retraction was observed between the LIS 5 and the SHS. Once the droplet reached the maximum deformation, the motion of the droplet was observed to pause as the contact angles decreased from the dynamic advancing to the dynamic receding contact angle. Because the dynamic contact angle hysteresis on the SHS was extremely low, $\theta_H = S^0$, the observed delay time was quite
small, $t_{\text{delay}} < 5$ ms. However, even though the static contact angle hysteresis on the lubricant-infused surfaces were all similar to the SHS and less than $\theta_H < 4^\circ$, the contact angle hysteresis observed during spreading were all found to be much larger than the static case, $\theta_H > 25^\circ$. As a result, an increase in contact angle hysteresis and delay time was observed with increasing oil viscosity. Variation in contact angle with spreading velocity is known to occur due to viscous losses near the moving contact line. Using the data from the droplet impact experiments, the first ever measurements of the dynamic advancing and dynamic receding contact angle were made for liquids spreading on lubricant-infused surfaces. The advancing contact angles on the smooth surface and both the LIS 14 and LIS 100 surfaces were found to increase with increasing capillary number. Furthermore, the advancing contact angles on the surfaces were all found to follow the expected Cox–Voinov–Tanner laws, $\theta_A \propto \sqrt{Ca}$. However, the onset of growth in the contact angle was delayed as the viscosity of the lubricant was decreased. The dynamic advancing contact angle on the LIS 5 surface did not follow the expected scaling laws but instead showed little to no growth in the contact angle with increasing capillary number. This behavior was similar to the observations for droplet spreading on superhydrophobic surfaces and is known to be a result of the large slip length and reduced shear stress near the moving contact line. Similar observations were made for the dynamic receding contact angle which was found to decrease with an increasingly negative capillary number. Note, however, that the receding angle appeared to be more sensitive to lubricant viscosity than the advancing angle. These differences are the driving force behind the increase in observed dynamic contact angle hysteresis with increasing oil viscosity. Although these measurements are an important beginning, forced wetting experiments over a wider range of capillary numbers are needed to fully understand the dynamic wetting process on lubricant-infused surfaces.
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